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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
87 - ELECTRICITY & SHABBAT: PART 1 - GENERAL PRINCIPLES
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SPRING 2018

A] HALACHIC ISSUES CONCERNING ELECTRICITY1
(i)

Melachot on Shabbat
(a) Connecting/breaking an electrical circuit
(b) Time switches
(c) Use of filament/fluorescent /LED lights; other light generation (e.g. chemical)
(d) Electrical heating/cooking - microwaves, solar heaters, central heating
(e) Cellphones and computers
(f) Hearing aids/microphones
(g) Electronic keys - hotels, student accommodation
(h) Electronic security equipment - metal detectors, cameras, motion sensors
(i) Automatic doors, bells and chimes
(j) Shabbat elevators
(k) Dishwashers
(l) Medical monitoring
(m) Radio/screens
(n) Watches

(ii)

Light for Mitzvot
(a) Ner Shabbat
(c) Ner Chanukah

(b) Ner Havdala
(d) Bedikat Chametz

Electrical Power
(a) Baking matzot
(c) Shaving

(b) Making tzitzit
(d) Filling a mikva

(iii)

(iv)

Electronic Media
(a) Use of microphones for mitzvot of speech/hearing - berachot, megilla, shofar, kiddushin, kinyanim
(b) Erasing Shem Hashem stored or displayed electronically
(c) Kol isha through a microphone
(d) Accepting witness testimony through telephone/video
(e) Bikur cholim/ nichum aveilim on the telephone
(f) Issurim via TV/video - e.g. pritzut

(v)

Kashrut
(a) Kashering meat/liver using an electric element
(b) Kashering electric appliances
(c) Cooking meat and milk using electrically generated heat
(d) Tevilat kelim for electrical appliances

1. For further reading see: The Use of Electricity on Shabbat and Yom Tov - R. Michael Broyde and R. Howard Jachter - Journal of Halacha and Contemporary Society - Vol. XXI p.4;
Encyclopedia Talmudit Vol. 8 155-190 and 641-772; The Blessing of Eliyahu (pub. Golders Green B.H. 1982) pp. 197-210; Shabbat and Electricity - R. L.Y. Halperin (1993 Feldheim); Shabbat and the Modern Kitchen - R. L.Y. Halperin (1995- Feldheim).
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B] WHAT IS ELECTRICITY?
All matter is made up of atoms. Atoms are made up of two basic parts - (i) a tiny nucleus made
from smaller particles - protons, which have a positive charge,and neutrons; (ii) electrons which
have a negative charge. The electrons spin extremely fast around the nucleus in various different
orbits forming shells of different layers of electrons - effectively an ‘electron cloud’.
In some elements the electrons spinning in the outer shells most distant from the nucleus can
become more easily detached, forming a kind of ‘electron soup’. In those elements, the
application of an electric charge will cause the electrons to vibrate and move, sending a wave of
energy through the material. This is electricity. The electrons themselves moves rather slowly,
although the energy wave moves at immense speed. This is somewhat similar to sound waves
which are caused by vibrating air molecules. The sound waves pass very quickly through the air,
although the air molecules themselves hardly move. As such, the electricity is not like water
passing through an empty pipe but more like a pipe pre-filled with water. If the water is pressed at
one end, water will splash out of the other. In electricity, this pressure is called voltage.

from http://www.mrsciguy.com/Physics/CurrentElectricity.html

C] ELECTRICITY ON SHABBAT - BASICS
• Any discussion of the halachic status of electricity on Shabbat must distinguish between four separate issues:(i) turning on; (ii) turning off; (iii) turning up; (iv) turning down.
• A fundamental distinction must be made between (i) activating/deactivating the the electricity itself and (ii) activating/deactivating
the appliance being powered by the electricity. That activity may (independent of the issue of electricity per se) be a melacha on
Shabbat e.g. lights, ovens, drills, power saws, milking machines, typewriters, washing machines, food processors, lawn mowers,
shavers, sewing machines, bread makers. However, other activities may not intrinsically involve any of the 39 melachot eg radios, fans.
In such circumstances, the question will then focus significantly on the halachic status of the electrical circuit itself.
• Various principles in hilchot Shabbat could be relevant, including: (i) Whether the electrical activity is intended - oeekzn epi`y xac
`yix wiqt. (ii) Whether the activity is carried out immediately or indirectly with a time delay - `nxb. (iii) Whether the final result is
momentary or lasting - miiwzn epi`. (iv) Whether the activity is being carried out in an unusual manner - iepiy. (v) Issue of muktza. (vi)
Whether the activity, even if not technically prohibited, is inappropriate for Shabbat - `zayc `zelif ,legc oicaer. (vii) Whether there
is any ma’arit ayin. (ix) Whether there is a broader meta-halachic or hashkafic value that is at risk by permitting (or not permitting) use
of an electric item.
• A distinction must also be made between Shabbat and Yom Tov.
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D] USE OF INCANDESCENT BULBS ON SHABBAT
A filament light bulb works by passing electric current through a thin metal filament which heats up and then glows.

D1] TURNING ON A FILAMENT BULB

daknk `vnp `le .ozpiv bitzy ick oipevd jezl oilihne k"deirn oze` oigizxn eid lfxa ly zeyyr dcedi x"` ipz
y`k y` zclez xnin oixaq opaxe ,y`k y` zclez oi`y xnin xaq dcei 'x ... `l` ?!k"deia

1.

d dkld b wxt `nei inlyexi cenlz

The Cohanim needed to obtain hot water on Yom Kippur for the tevila of the Cohen Gadol. One possible way to heat
water was to heat up iron bars before Yom Kippur and then put them in water on Yom Kippur itself. The Gemara
eventually rejects this as being prohibited, but in so doing classifies the heating of metal as ‘toldat aish’ - a derivative of
the melacha of ‘mavir’ - creating a flame.

!oipnq leyia il dn ,dlizt leyia il dn zyy x"`e `ed dlizt leyia

2.
:e zenai

A different Gemara categorizes heating metal as ‘bishul’ - ‘cooking’ the metal.

aiige xiran zclez df ixd mina etxvl ick lfxad z` mngnd

3.

`:ai zay ‡ld manx

The Rambam rules that heating metal is mavir - burning.

?!lyan meyn `l dnle : `"`

4.
my c‡a`x

The Ravad immediately asks on the Rambam - why not bishul?

,lyan zclez df ixd zlgb dyrzy cr zkznd z` mngnd e` `edy lk zekzn ipinn cg` jiznd

5.

e dkld h wxt zay zekld m"anx

The Rambam himself rules elsewhere that heating and softening metal is a prohibition of bishul!

lfxa dyrpyk dlgznc - edpzi` izxzc n"gla uxize !xiran zclez f"d mina etxvl ick lfxad z` mngndc azk a"itae ...
sxeyd xac dyrp ixdy xiran meyn aiig zxrea zlgb dyrpyk f"g`e ,lyan meyn aiig jx

6.

`:giy oeivd xry

The Mishna Berura explains that the Rambam in fact rules that there are two melachot involved in heating metal. When
the metal gets hot and softens slightly there will be bishul and when the metal glows there will be mavir.2
In any event, the halachic consensus is that turning on a filament light on Shabbat is a Torah prohibition.3
2. The Chazon Ish (O.C. 50:9) has an alternative understanding of the Rambam. According to him, it depends on a person’s intention when heating the metal. If their intention was to
soften the metal (e.g. to work it) then the melacha is bishul. If the intention was to heat the metal to temper it, the melacha is mavir. In either case the Ravad rules that it is bishul.
The Chazon Ish then asks what the Rambam would rule if the person’s intention is neither softening or heating the metal, but making light? Would it still be bishul according to the
Ravad and mavir according to the Rambam? Additionally - (i) can a substance be considered to be ‘burning’ if nothing is being consumed? (ii) If the prohibition is bishul - softening
the metal - is this a desired side effect. If not why is this not considered a dil `gip `lc `yix wiqt?
3. This is also the position on Yom Tov, although a number of earlier authorities ruled that turning on lights on Yom Tov was equivalent to lighting from an existing flame and thus
permitted. This was based on a misunderstanding of the nature of electricity, which they understood to be ‘aish’ in the wires. See for example R. Yechiel Epstein (the Aruch
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D2] TURNING UP A FILAMENT BULB
The halachic status of turning up an electric light will depend on the nature of the prohibition of turning it on. If the issur of turning on
the light is ‘bishul’, do we say ‡leyia xg` leyia oi`ˆ - i.e. once something is cooked, it cannot halachically be ‘re-cooked’. The Chazon
Ish (ibid) rules that there is no such concept in bishul of non-foods. If the issur is ‘mavir’ then creating an extra flame will apparently
also be a breach of this melacha.
As such, the consensus is that that turning UP a filament light on Shabbat is a Torah prohibition.

D3] TURNING OFF/DOWN A FILAMENT BULB

jzrc `wlq i`e .ur ly zlgb `l la` ,miax da ewefi `ly liaya miaxd zeyxa zkzn ly zlgb oiakn - l`eny xn`de
jixv epi` ieaik lke .dilr xeht dtebl dkixv dpi`y dk`ln oerny 'xl `dc -:i‡yx) ... inp ur ly elit` oerny iaxk dl xaq
(dlizt iadadn e` oingt iyern ueg etebl

7.

.an zay

In hilchot Shabbat there is a concept of ‘melacha she’eina tzericha legufa’. That means a melacha which is performed
on Shabbat in the normal way, but for a purpose with an agenda which is different to the original purpose/agenda of that
melacha in the Mishkan.4 The purpose in the Mishkan for the melacha of ‘mechabeh’ - extinguishing - was to make
charcoal to use in the preparation of dyes. If one extinguishes for any other reason, this will be an issur derabbanan.
Based on this, R. David Zvi Hoffman5 ruled that turning filament lights off or down is an issur derabbanan on Shabbat. There are other
authorities who held that the prohibition is in fact min haTorah, but the general consensus is like R. Hoffman.
As such, the consensus appears to be that that turning DOWN/OFF a filament light on Shabbat is a Rabbinic prohibition.6

E] USE OF NON-INCANDESCENT BULBS ON SHABBAT
Today, many lights do not work as filament bulbs e.g. fluorescent
lights or LEDs, which create ‘cold’ light by exciting gases to glow.
There is no prohibition per se to create light and the halachic
permissibility of the use of other types of light will depend on the
halachic status of electricity generally - see below.
• Fluorescent lights (available since 1939) work differently. The
metal tube contains an inert gas - usually Argon. In a hot-cathode
lamp there are small specially-coated metal filaments at each end
which give off electrons when heated. This creates a high-voltage
pulse through the tube which creates and arc of UV radiation. This
in turn hits the phosphorous coating on the inside of the bulb
which then glows. Some old style fluorescent lights had a starter which created a spark
to ignite the gas. These would be prohibited min haTorah as in D above.
• LEDs are different again. They create light by electroluminescence in a semiconductor
material. Electroluminescence is the phenomenon of a material emitting light when
electric current or an electric field is passed through it - this happens when electrons are
sent through the material and fill electron holes. An electron hole exists where an atom
lacks electrons (negatively charged) and therefore has a positive charge. As electrons
pass through one crystal to the other they fill electron holes. They emit photons (light).
HaShulchan) writing in article published in Beit Vaad LeChachamim 1903 part 1. This position was refuted strongly by R’ Chaim Ozer Grodzinsky (Achiezer 3:60) and R. Shlomo
Zalman Auerbach (Meorei HaAish 1). All poskim agree today that turning on lights on Yom Tov is prohibited.
4. For example, the melacha of ‘boneh’ prohibits digging a hole in the ground to lay a foundation. This is an issur min haTorah. But if one digs the same hole, not for the purpose of
laying a foundation but to get a bag of dirt, this is not the Torah melacha and is prohibited only rabbinically.
5. Sh’ut Melamed Lehoil O.C. 49 - early 20C Germany.
6. Subject to the more general question of whether turning off an electrical circuit could be a Torah prohibition - see below.
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F] CONNECTING ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS ON SHABBAT
Whilst the issues dealt with above - turning on and off lights - have clear sources in Chazal who discussed heating and extinguishing
metal, the use of ‘pure electricity’ i.e. connecting and disconnecting circuits does not have any obvious source in the Gemara. Today,
the halachic treatment of electricity is dealt with in a number of ways:
• cilen - molid: “creating”
• dpea - boneh: “building”
• yihta dkn - makeh bepatish: “finishing an item”
• creating sparks
• increasing fuel consumption at the power station
• leyia - bishul: “cooking” - heating wires (even if not glowing )
• bdpn - minhag: “tradition”
F1] MOLID - ‘CREATING’

ik .dfn wgxi eytp xneye xaca xeqi` yi c"rtl dpde .o`trlrh z`xwpd dpekn i"r zaya xacl mi`yx m` oica ....
xeq`l yi lew rinyn meyn xeq` dfe xacl dvxi zr oenrta mcewn zekdl z`fk dpekna xacnd gxkeny dn caln
b"k dviaa opixn` i`xiy` `qk `tegqa enkc zaya xeq` dfe ixhwrlr gk clep ixhwrlrd mxf zxibq i"rc meyn cer
zeyrl xeq`l yi izrcl h"dne zaya bpecpiaxrt ryixhwrlr zeyrl xeq`c d"d `gix cilenc meyn xeq`c
[bpecpiaxrt ryinrg] zing dakxd cilen dny mbc meyn zaya xrqq`ee`c`f

8.

`l oniql zehnyd - xtqd seqay zedbde zegztn ,‡a wlg ,drc dxei wgvi zia z"ey
7

The Beit Yitzchak - R. Yitzchak Schmelkes (late 19C, Poland) - sees in the creation of a circuit a parallel action to the
Gemara’s prohibition of introducing scent into a cloth on Shabbat - molid.

`py i`ne .`gix cilenwc meyn ?`nrh i`n .xeq` `ah `neia i`xiy` `qk itegq ediiexz ixn`c sqei axe dax
`ed icele` `kd ,`gix siqen `wc `ed iteqe`e `zi` `din `gix mzd ?ea gixne enhewe ea gixne ellenn
(ycg dk`ln dyerl `ed aexw ycg xac cilendy opaxcn xeq`e .gix ea did `ly qxga qpkp - i‡yx) `gix cilenwc

9.

my i‡yxe .bk dvia

The Gemara states that crushing sweet-smelling wood sticks (which are no longer attached to the ground) is permissible,
as the scent is inside them and you are simply allowing it to emerge. Introducing a new scent to an object is however
prohibited as ‘molid’ - literally ‘generating’. Rashi explains that the prohibition of molid is an issur derabbanan since is
involves creating something ‘new’, which is close to the idea of a melacha, and was therefore prohibited by Chazal.

`gix oda cilenc meyn micbad lr myean qek segql xeq`e :dbd

10.

c:`iwz g‡e` r‡ey

The Shulchan Aruch rules the issur of creating scent. But is there is an equivalent issur of increasing the scent?

cbac o`kn di`x `iadl oi`e .siqenwc `id iteq`e `zi` `din `gix mzdc ... y‡nk miayr lelnl xzenc b‡r`e .segql xeq`e
n‡nc cbaa k‡`yn gixd `viy ezlilna etiqeny wx my `ed gixdy `kd ip`yc .xzei gixiy minya eilr ozil xzen xak gixny
(g"lxz 'iqr) jk liaya xzei gixn epi`c h"ia exifgdl xzen elhpe cbad lr h"irn gpen 'idy bexz` n"ne .ycg gix siqen

11.

`i:`‡iwz mdxa` obn

The Magen Avraham explains that added extra scent is not like crushing the top of the stick. In that case, the scent was
already there. Adding extra scent is however still molid in that it is creating a new material. The Magen Avraham also
writes that it is still permitted to return an etrog to a cloth on which it was resting before Yom Tov. Even though this will
inevitably revive the smell of the etrog, the Magen Avraham understands that this is NOT considered adding new smell.8

myea oinn cer aeh meia eilr gipdl xzen cbaa myead gix qpkp xaky oipra df cba lr df myea oin gpen did xak m`e
.aeh meia cbaa ycg gix cilen `ed ixdy xg` myea oin eilr gipdl xeq` la` .cbaa df myea gix siqedl ick df

12.

`iwz oniq miig gxe` axd jexr ogley

This approach is explicitly supported by the Shulchan Aruch Harav which rules that one is permitted to add more of the
SAME smell to a cloth, but is not allowed to add NEW smell.
7. R. Yitzchak Schmelkes (late 19C, Poland).
8. Presumably because it is simply adding more of the SAME smell, rather than a different smell.
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On that basis, it is not clear that ADDING more current to the system would be prohibited under the rubric of molid.9
A number of objections to the comparison of electricity to molid of were raised by R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach in his teshuvot, Minchat
Shlomo, including the following:• ‘derech tashmisho’. This is the general principle that the prohibition of creating or making something will not be transgressed if it in
the manner or ‘normal use’ rather than creation. e.g. putting the lid on and taking it off a pot is not considered destroying and making a
kli, since this is considered normal usage. Closing/opening a door or window is not binyan/stira since this is considered normal usage.
• can there be a molid if the substance introduced cannot be sensed? Is electricity ‘sensed’?10
• can we today invent new types of molid other than those specified by Chazal. For example, the Chacham Tzvi (#92) in his discussion
of molid restricts it to introducing scent to clothes. Furthermore, we do not see any halachic prohibition of molid in the introduction of
other energy forms e.g. heat, sound11. Other poskim12 understand that the nature of the generic issur of molid is to prohibit any activity
which is ‘karov lemelacha’.

F2] BONEH - ‘BUILDING’

13.

h:p zay ‡ld g‡e` yi` oefg

The Chazon Ish understands that connecting an electrical circuit is the melacha of ‘boneh’ and disconnecting will be
‘soter’. Both of these prohibitions are min haTorah! The analogy to boneh is as follows:- boneh means the combination
of two separate parts into a new functional unit. For example wall + nail = hook. So too, the Chazon Ish viewed the
connection of a circuit as the combination of two previously unusable materials (wire + electrical energy) into a new
functional unit (electrified wire). This is also referred to as being xnegl dxev owzn - giving new form to substance,
unlike the simple addition of heat.
A number of objection were raised by R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, including the following:• ‘derech tashmisho’ (as above) - shutting a door on a hinge is not considered ‘building’ but ‘use’.
• the introduction of electricity to a wire is not xnegl dxev owzn but more like introducing water into a pipe or oil into a wick. As such,
there still remain two distinct items and not one new unit
• to be considered halachic ‘building’, both parts of the ‘binyan’ must be physical and capable of existing independently.
• no-one would call this ‘building’.

.eyxbl cinzn lfxade dryl da okey megdy `l` ,lfxaa ycg rah ycgn epi` lfxa menigc zrcd lewiya ielz oiprdc
dcnrde ... ozxivi yxeyay zibfnd dakxdn `ede envr hega rahend ilnygd gk z` xxern lnygd heg xeaig la`
df mr df miwxtd akxd meyn dpea meyn da oiyyeg ... xeaigd i'r dzpekzn lr

14.

`'fyxbdl `'efgd ly azkn

In correspondence between the Chazon Ish and R. Shlomo Zalman, the Chazon Ish clarified his understanding of
‘boneh’. Adding heat to a wire does not transform the wire. But adding electricity creates a new entity.
9. There could be a difference between situations where he extra current causes something NEW and where it does not. For example, compare increasing the current of a radio which
turns the volume from inaudible to audible, as opposed to from quieter to louder.
10. Does the fact that one can sometimes ‘feel’ electrical current through one’s body constitute a ‘sensation’ for these purposes?
11. Chazal prohibited some activities on Shabbat which make sound, but not because of molid!
12. See R. Osher Weiss in Shu’t Minchat Asher 1:30.
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F3] MAKEH BEPATISH - COMPLETING AN ITEM

aiig owziy xac dfi`a ilk owznd e` `edy lk xxebd df iptne .yihta dkn meyn eilr aiig dk`ln xnb `edy xac lk

15.

c:bk zay ‡ld m‡anx

One of the 39 melachot is ‘makeh bepatish’ - putting the final touches to an item to make it usable. By analogy, the
Chazon Ish and the Tzitz Eliezer have suggested that turning on a circuit could be considered makeh bepatish, since it
makes the circuit ‘live’.

`cg lk lr zeclez zg` xqg oirax` dipin oewt` .belte oipy zlz `wxit `cda iieed oicar yiwl oa y"xe opgei iax
yihta dkn meyn dipecar jenqn oegky` `lc `d ,oeknq jenqin oegky`c on .`cge

16.

a dkld f wxt zay zkqn (`plie) inlyexi cenlz

R. Osher Weiss13 cites a Yerushalmi which redefines how Chazal understood the concept of melachot on Shabbat. They
did not simply connect activities to the 39 Melachot and, if there was no such connection, this would mean the activity
was permitted. Rather, any activity which is ‘chashuv’ has to be a melacha. If it does not specifically connect to one of
the 39 Melachot, they connected it to Makeh BePatish!

aiig df ixd dknd it aigxdl d`etxa oipeekzn ody oiyer oi`texdy jxck dknd it aigxdl ick zaya oigy qitnd
`texd zk`ln `id efy yihta dkn meyn

17.

fi 'ld i wxt zay m"anx

Even though the implications of this approach are very novel14 there appears to be support from the Rambam who
understands the prohibition on lancing boils as Makeh BePatish since it is the ‘melacha of doctors’!!!
Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach has objected on various grounds, including that of ‘derech tashmisho’ (as above), and also that the
makeh bepatish in this case is almost effortless and would not therefore be included in the issur.

F4] CREATING SPARKS
Some circuits (particularly DC current) create sparks when closed. Creating sparks on Shabbat is assur, according to many poskim as
a derabbanan, but according to some as an issur min haTorah of creating fire.
Rav Auerbach again rejects this as a potential halachic prohibition on the following grounds:• oeekzn epi`y xac - davar she’eino mitkavein: Any secondary by-product on Shabbat which results in an unintended melacha (and
which is not inevitable) is permitted. The creation of sparks is by no means inevitable (and will depend on voltage/humidity/AC/DC).
It is particularly rare in solid state technology.
• lwlwn - mekalkel: the sparks are destructive since they ruin the contacts and any destructive act is derabbanan.
• ci xg`lk - kel’achar yad: this is not the normal way to create fire/sparks, which would also render the issur derabbanan.
• dil `gip `lc `yix wiqt - p’sik reisha de lo nicha lei: Even if sparks are inevitable (p’sik reisha) they are undesirable (lo nicha lei)
and, if the prohibition itself is rabbinic, according to most authorities this would render them permissible.
• If there is no detectable heat or visible spark, is this considered halachic fire at all?

F5] CAUSING ADDITIONAL FUEL CONSUMPTION AT THE POWER STATION
Some poskim have suggested that turning on electrical appliances is prohibited since it causes extra fuel consumption in the power
station. This potential issur is dismissed by Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach on the following grounds:• `nxb - grama: the issur is indirect and therefore will be at most a derabbanan.
• the issur is not inevitable - someone on the grid will probably turn off an appliance as you turn one on.
• outside Israel the workers are almost certainly non-Jewish and are working on behalf of the non-Jewish majority population. (In
Israel the situation is more complex and there are a significant number of people who will not use any electricity from the national grid
on Shabbat).
13. Ob cit. The teshuva relates to turning on LED lights on Shabbat.
14. As R. Weiss points out in his teshuva.
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F6] BISHUL - HEATING THE WIRE
The Chazon Ish says that there is a prohibition of ‘bishul’ when heating any solid to more than ‘yad soledet bo’ - around 43°C/ 109°F.
Thus, if the wires reach this temperature, there will be an prohibition.
Again, Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach objects on various grounds:• most poskim disagree with the Chazon Ish and rule that the prohibition of bishul in a solid applies only when it ‘cooks’ and not at
‘yad soledet bo’. In the case of metals, this will be when the metal gets soft.15
• there is often no significant heating in modern appliances.
• even if the wires do heat to 43°C and such heating is considered to be bishul, the melacha is unintended and undesirable, and
therefore will be a ‘p’sik reisha de lo nicha lei’ - see above.

F7] ACCEPTED HALACHIC TRADITION

oi` mxfd mr oetlhd z` wx xagn m` ik ieaik e` dwlcd mey llk dyr `lc b"dkac d`xp c"prlc df itl x`azp
lekie jka oigadl llk rcei epi` mrd oendy ipayeg j`) .cilen meyn `le yihta dkn meyn `l ,h"eie zaya xeq`l
jxev mewna m` ik df xac xizdl oi` ocicl s` okle ,zaya lnygd z` zeakle wilcdl mb xzeny xnel df i"r zerhl
lr zehnyda (`"l 'iq a"g c"ei) wgvi zia z"eya l"f yiwlrny i"xden oe`bd `ede owf dxed xaky dyr` dn j` .(... lecb
xeq`c b"k dviaa opixn` i`xiy` `qk `tegqa enkc" :my azk eixac jezae ,zaya ea xacl xzen m` oetlhd xac
l"f oe`b i`dc y"iir ...) drxkd jixv xacde .l"kr "zaya bpecpiax`t ryexhwrlr zeyrl xeq`c d"d `gix cilenc meyn
dyrnl d"it`e ,"zinig dakxd cilen dny mbc meyn zaya (dceq in) xrqqee`c`f zeyrl xeq`l yi izrcl" inp azk
(dfa miliwn miax

18.

itl x`azp d"c h oniq ` wlg dnly zgpn z"ey

R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach concludes that it is not clear to him why the simple connection of an electrical circuit on
Shabbat should be prohibited (assuming that there is no heat generated or other consequent prohibitions caused).
Nevertheless, the clear halachic minhag of the Jewish community is NOT to use electricity for the reason of the Beit
Yitzchak - that there is an issur derabbanan of molid. Furthermore, since many uses of electricity are clearly prohibited
min haTorah (e.g. turning on filament light bulbs), people should certainly refrain from using any electricity on Shabbat
to avoid confusion and potential chilul Shabbat
As such, the consensus appears to be that turning on an electrical circuit (other than lights/heaters) is a Rabbinic prohibition.16
However, many poskim take the view of the Chazon Ish into serious consideration and will be concerned that the use of electricity on
Shabbat could be min haTorah.
G] DISCONNECTING ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS ON SHABBAT
The reasoning in F2 (xzeq), F4 and F7 above could apply.

H] INCREASING CURRENT ON SHABBAT
The reasoning in F1, F3, F5, F6 and F7 above could apply. Based on the analysis above, it is not clear that molid can be used as model
to prohibit increasing current.

I] DECREASING CURRENT ON SHABBAT
The reasoning in F7 above could apply.
In Part 2 we will iy’H look more specifically into the issue of microphones and hearing aids on Shabbat.

15. See Rambam Hilchot Shabbat 9:6 and source above.
16. This will be of practical relevance in cases of significant need or loss, in cases of illness (eg hospitals) or security (eg army/police).
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com

